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Monthly Awareness Campaign

National Mathematics Day

GLH

December, 2017

ClassI-IV(A-E)
Celebrations 2017-18
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Obiectives
. To celebrate and appreciate the contribution of Mathematics Wizard Dr. Srinivasa Ramanujan.

. To inspire young learners with the life history of Ramanujan.

r To inspire learners to take up more interest in Mathematics.

r To create awareness amongst them about the contribution of Indian Mathematicians in the field

of Mathematics.

o To develop patience and persistence while solving problems.

DESCRIPTIONI

"Pure Mathematics is, in its own wayt the poetry of logical ideas."

- Albert Einstein

Tc apprise the learners regarding National Mathematics Day and to make them appreciate

:=:-:* 
=- ls, a cariparEi, or: ltational l,latnemattcs Day was tat<en up in the month of December. The

matn ob;ective of the campaign was to arouse interest in learners for Mathematics and to enhance

thelr logical reasoning and mental ability through various activities. Learners of Classes I to IV were

engaged in various interesting activities like interactive session on the theme 'Making Maths

Interesting' , quiz session related to Mathematics followed by discussion on 'National Mathematics

Day'. The discussion catered to the contribution of various Indians in the field of Mathematics and

the work of the eminent mathematician Ramanujan. Information about the life of Ramanujan was

also shared with the learners in the class. They were also informed about the history of 'National

Mathematics Day'. Facts about l"lathematics and Indian mathematicians were also shared with the

learners. Learners took part in all the activities enthusiastically and were appreciated for the same.

Overall the activities proved to be very effective and were a great success in developing interest for'

Mathematics.
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